Prophetic Impressions for Gregorian year 2016 and Beyond
(January 31, 2016)
1. The Lord is saying to me that everything is going to get worse, but at the same time everything is going to get better. Better in
the body of Christ and worse in the Kingdom of darkness, and therefore greater and more violent confrontations in the spirit and
natural world.
2. The things of the Kingdom of God are going to get greater in the great outpouring of the Spirit of God on all the nations of the
world (Joel 2:32) with unprecedented signs and wonders, and the things of the Kingdom of Darkness are going to get worse, as
great fear falls on the unbelievers and the apostate believers.
3. Christlikeness is the word that l can hear in my spirit. The Lord is calling his children to step into their God given position in
Christ, the anointed King of Glory, and to begin to rule in His Name. The body of Christ is being called to take its headship
position as the Apostolic Body of Christ of old, in power and in glory.
4. Judgment is coming on the western world, and unprecedented revival to the developing nations of the world. One way that
God is judging or shaking the nations, is with the refugee crisis. What has happen is that the lukewarm Body of Christ has
rejected the Lord's Apostolic and Prophetic order and word of repentance with prayer and fasting, and because of their pride
embraced religious narcissism, with materialism and intellectualism. At the same time he is visiting and exposing the Muslim
nations to his love and power in an unprecedented way, appearing to individuals in dreams and visions all over the world. The
pride of the west is also being broken and therefore an opening for the Holy Spirit and revival is being created, even in the west.
5. Another huge thing is, that Adonai is also visiting the people of Israel, and Jews around the world, with a powerful outpouring
of his Spirit, and with signs and wonders. THE TIME OF THE GENTILES (NATIONS) IS COMING TO AN END, AND THE
SPIRIT OF GOD IS OPENING THE EYES OF JEWS, TO THE KING OF THE JEWS, YESHUA HAMASHIAKH.
This is a major and historic time for the nation of Israel. The time of the nations is moving into the time of the Jews and the
nation of Israel, that we can read about Romans chapters 9-11. "For if the casting away of them be the reconciling of the world,
what shall the receiving of them be, but life from the dead."
6. Much prayer for Israel is needed as Iran will soon have nuclear weapons because of the weakness of the US foreign policy.
The time line of this is determined by the prayers of the Body of Christ. Pray for the peace of Jerusalem, they shall prosper that
love thee. Psalm 122:6.
7. In Europe the revival will continue to grow from the south to the north, and even so in the US. Signs of genuine revival will so
be seen all over the European continent, by those that have ear to hear and eyes to see what the Spirit of God is doing.
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